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A Shade Of Vampire 24 A Bridge Of Stars
The people of The Shade are no strangers to storms. But the army of black witches
racing toward their shores now is a cyclone unlike any the island has weathered before.
Either victory or defeat awaits the Novaks at the end of the night... A new dawn is
breaking over The Shade. Will you be there to see it? Book your ticket back. Buy now!
With over 5 million copies sold in the series, A Shade of Vampire will transport fans of
Twilight, The Mortal Instruments and The Vampire Diaries to a world unlike any
other...On the evening of Sofia Claremont's seventeenth birthday, she is sucked into a
nightmare from which she cannot wake. A quiet evening walk along a beach brings her
face to face with a dangerous pale creature that craves much more than her blood.She
is kidnapped to The Shade, an enchanted island where the sun is eternally forbidden to
shine. An island uncharted by any map and ruled by the most powerful vampire coven
on the planet. She wakes here as a slave, a captive in chains.Sofia's life takes a
thrilling and terrifying turn when she is selected out of hundreds of girls to take up
residence in the tree-top harem of Derek Novak, the dark royal prince.Despite his
addiction to power and obsessive thirst for her blood, Sofia soon realizes that the safest
place on the island is within his quarters, and she must do all within her power to win
him over if she is to survive even one more night.Will she succeed? Or is she destined
to the same fate that all other girls have met at the hands of the Novaks?
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That hot guy tied to Lissianna Argeneau's bed? He's not dessert—he's the main course!
Lissianna has been spending her centuries pining for Mr. Right, not just a quick snack,
and this sexy guy she finds in her bed looks like he might be a candidate. But there's
another, more pressing issue: her tendency to faint at the sight of blood…an especially
annoying quirk for a vampire. Of course it doesn't hurt that this man has a deliciouslooking neck. What kind of cold-blooded vampire woman could resist a bite of that? Dr.
Gregory Hewitt recovers from the shock of waking up in a stranger's bedroom pretty
quickly—once he sees a gorgeous woman about to treat him to a wild night of passion.
But is it possible for the good doctor to find true love with a vampire vixen, or will he be
just a good meal? That's a question Dr. Greg might be willing to sink his teeth into…if he
can just get Lissianna to bite.
Derek will rip Caleb's heart out the moment he lays eyes on him for what he's done.
Rose is convinced that the vampire is innocent. But my daughter has been fooled.
Nobody but Caleb could have stolen away our dear friend. I gaze out at the dark waters
rushing past us in the submarine, as we speed closer and closer toward our
destination...
From USA TODAY bestselling author, Karpov Kinrade, comes a new series that will
suck you in and leave you wanting more. For fans of Twilight, A Shade of Vampire, and
Outlander comes a fantasy romance with an original twist on an old tale.***You think it's
safe to walk alone at night. It's not.You think the only threat is other humans. It's
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not.Monsters are real. Demons are real. Vampires are real. And I'm about to become
one of them.My name is Arianna Spero. I was an ordinary girl, living an ordinary life,
until my mother lapsed into a coma. Now, I am her only hope. She made a deal with the
devil, and on my 18th birthday he came to collect. But there's a way to save her.
There's something the princes of hell want more than my mother.Me.So I signed my
soul away and promised to pick a prince to marry. I would take the blood oath, become
one of them, and give them an heir. I would become a princess of hell, and my mother
would live.I expected fire and brimstone. I expected pain and misery. I didn't expect
beauty. I didn't expect magic.I didn't expect love.But the princes are keeping secrets
from me.Secrets that could shatter everything.
The #1 New York Times bestseller—a thrilling new romance from E L James, author of
the phenomenal bestselling Fifty Shades Trilogy. London, 2019. Life has been easy for
Maxim Trevelyan. With his good looks, aristocratic connections, and money, he's never
had to work and he's rarely slept alone. But all that changes when tragedy strikes and
Maxim inherits his family's noble title, wealth, and estates, and all the responsibility that
entails. It's a role he's not prepared for and one that he struggles to face. But his
biggest challenge is fighting his desire for an unexpected, enigmatic young woman
who's recently arrived in England, possessing little more than a dangerous and
troublesome past. Reticent, beautiful, and musically gifted, she's an alluring mystery,
and Maxim's longing for her deepens into a passion that he's never experienced and
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dares not name. Just who is Alessia Demachi? Can Maxim protect her from the
malevolence that threatens her? And what will she do when she learns that he's been
hiding secrets of his own? From the heart of London through wild, rural Cornwall to the
bleak, forbidding beauty of the Balkans, The Mister is a roller-coaster ride of danger
and desire that leaves the reader breathless to the very last page.
On the evening of Sofia Claremont's seventeenth birthday she is sucked into a
nightmare from which she cannot wake. Will she succeed or is she destined to the
same fate that all other girls have met at the hands of the Novaks?
When a young girl ventures through a hidden door, she finds another life with shocking
similarities to her own. Coraline has moved to a new house with her parents and she is
fascinated by the fact that their 'house' is in fact only half a house! Divided into flats
years before, there is a brick wall behind a door where once there was a corridor. One
day it is a corridor again and the intrepid Coraline wanders down it. And so a nightmareish mystery begins that takes Coraline into the arms of counterfeit parents and a life
that isn't quite right. Can Coraline get out? Can she find her real parents? Will life ever
be the same again?

"The child must be named." A name can contain enormous power. But for Persie
Merlin-Crowley, the powerless daughter of famed magicals Harley Merlin and
Wade Crowley, her name hasn't given her much in terms of abilities. That is, until
her eighteenth birthday comes around and she Purges a gigantic Hydra that
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terrorizes the coven. How could that be possible, if she's never cast a spell in her
life? Then her mother reveals the deal she made with Leviathan almost twenty
years before--a deal that let the monster name her firstborn Persie. Or rather,
Persephone, as is her true name. He has given her the "gift" of Purging all
manner of beasts... so that she may become the Queen of the Underworld like
her namesake. Persie is left reeling. She's spent her life doodling monsters in the
margins of notebooks and dreaming of far-off adventures. Now, she'll have to
stay under her mother's supervision so her rogue Purges don't wreak havoc.
Unless she can find another way to control her powers... When she learns about
The Basani Institute, a monster-hunting program in Ireland, she knows this is her
one chance. Alongside her Atlantean best friend and Uncle Finch's annoying kid,
she sneaks out to audition to become a monster hunter. But Leviathan's gift is
one that never stops giving... Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below
that are without spoiler alerts*
After the oracle's prediction of Ben's fate, what options does the Novak have left?
Will he attempt to fight his destiny? Can such a battle even be won? Jeramiah
still lurks in The Shade like a shadow. Why is he still on the island? Why did he
even come in the first place? Prepare for a thrill ride back to The Shade...
THE EXPLOSIVE FINALE OF BEN AND RIVER'S SERIES!!!
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A new hero will rise... From the ruins of the final battle, a new hero has emerged.
A hero who will take The Shade into unchartered territories. Who will usher in a
new world order, in which no predator may ever be safe again. And who will
experience and learn to love, like no man has ever done before... Book your
ticket back to The Shade. Pre-order A Wind of Change now! Releases August 30
2015.
Hearts will tangle, romance will ignite... Continue the journey in A Tangle of
Hearts. Order now! *Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts*
Plunge deeper into The Shade with A Vial of Life...
"Annora is going to rue the day she ever messed with a Novak..." If Annora goes
through with her treacherous plan, Rose could be hours from losing Caleb
forever. But Rose is still trying to escape from becoming the main course of her
captor's next meal. How will she ever reach Caleb in time? The burning of Kiev
and Mona's home has sent everyone on a frantic search for the witch. What
happened to her? Did she really abandon The Shade? The prince's decision to
leave the island has left Derek and Sofia stunned. How will Ben survive adrift in
the ocean? What would become of him even if he did survive? Prepare for an
EPIC journey back to The Shade... Pre-order now! Note: This book follows on
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directly after A Shade of Vampire 12: A Shade of Doubt
From evil vampires to a mysterious pack of wolves, new threats of danger and
vengeance test Bella and Edward's romance in the second book of the irresistible
Twilight saga. For Bella Swan, there is one thing more important than life itself:
Edward Cullen. But being in love with a vampire is even more dangerous than
Bella could ever have imagined. Edward has already rescued Bella from the
clutches of one evil vampire, but now, as their daring relationship threatens all
that is near and dear to them, they realize their troubles may be just beginning.
Bella and Edward face a devastating separation, the mysterious appearance of
dangerous wolves roaming the forest in Forks, a terrifying threat of revenge from
a female vampire and a deliciously sinister encounter with Italy's reigning royal
family of vampires, the Volturi. Passionate, riveting, and full of surprising twists
and turns, this vampire love saga is well on its way to literary immortality. It's
here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the
world of Twilight with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the iconic
love story of Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view. "People do
not want to just read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live
there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York Times
Thanks to Mona's discovery, the residents of The Shade finally know their
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enemies' ultimate weakness. But this knowledge will soon be worthless if they
lose the race against the black witches. Starting out on what seems like an
impossible journey, the Novaks and their closest companions must solve the
mystery that is Magnus and hope to not lose themselves in the process.
#1 New York Times Bestseller * An Amazon Best Book of the Year There’s no
such thing as safe in a city at war, a city overrun with monsters. In this dark urban
fantasy from acclaimed author Victoria Schwab, a young woman and a young
man must choose whether to become heroes or villains—and friends or
enemies—with the future of their home at stake. The first of two books, This
Savage Song is a must-have for fans of Holly Black, Maggie Stiefvater, and Laini
Taylor. Kate Harker and August Flynn are the heirs to a divided city—a city where
the violence has begun to breed actual monsters. All Kate wants is to be as
ruthless as her father, who lets the monsters roam free and makes the humans
pay for his protection. All August wants is to be human, as good-hearted as his
own father, to play a bigger role in protecting the innocent—but he’s one of the
monsters. One who can steal a soul with a simple strain of music. When the
chance arises to keep an eye on Kate, who’s just been kicked out of her sixth
boarding school and returned home, August jumps at it. But Kate discovers
August’s secret, and after a failed assassination attempt the pair must flee for
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their lives. In This Savage Song, Victoria Schwab creates a gritty, seething
metropolis, one worthy of being compared to Gotham and to the four versions of
London in her critically acclaimed fantasy for adults, A Darker Shade of Magic.
Her heroes will face monsters intent on destroying them from every
side—including the monsters within.
Since the implosion at The Oasis and Derek's stay at Hawk Headquarters, The
Shade has fallen into a state of utter chaos. To make matters worse, the citizens
of Derek's kingdom have become suspicious of his loyalties and accuse him of
siding with the enemy. At a time when Derek desperately needs full cooperation
from his subjects, they wish to put their own King on trial. Meanwhile, Sofia is
being held hostage by the hunters. The only fuel that keeps her going is the
thought of reuniting with Derek--something Reuben is fighting with every fiber of
his being. Suddenly, Reuben seems to have a change of heart and offers Sofia a
solution that would secure her and Derek's future together. But can she really
trust this man who is so renowned for his hatred of vampires?
Tal tries to steal a sunstone, but during his act of thievery is thrown off the Castle
of Seven Towers by a powerful Spiritshadow Keeper. He falls down to the
iceworld below, where he is captured by Icecarls. To save his life, he must team
up with Milla - a Shield-Maiden in training - and offer his aid to the nomads.
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"That vial of potion may have given me life... But what kind of life is this?" As we
gear up for Ben and River's explosive finale in Book 24, heart-pounding
adventure, challenged love, and thrilling discoveries await you in A Fork of
Paths...
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of
Twilight with this highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story of Bella and
Edward told from the vampire's point of view. When Edward Cullen and Bella
Swan met in Twilight, an iconic love story was born. But until now, fans have
heard only Bella's side of the story. At last, readers can experience Edward's
version in the long-awaited companion novel, Midnight Sun. This unforgettable
tale as told through Edward's eyes takes on a new and decidedly dark twist.
Meeting Bella is both the most unnerving and intriguing event he has
experienced in all his years as a vampire. As we learn more fascinating details
about Edward's past and the complexity of his inner thoughts, we understand
why this is the defining struggle of his life. How can he justify following his heart if
it means leading Bella into danger? In Midnight Sun, Stephenie Meyer transports
us back to a world that has captivated millions of readers and brings us an epic
novel about the profound pleasures and devastating consequences of immortal
love. An instant #1 New York Times BestsellerAn instant #1 USA Today
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BestsellerAn instant #1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1 IndieBound
BestsellerApple Audiobook August Must-Listens Pick "People do not want to just
read Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -- Time "A
literary phenomenon." -- New York Times
Welcome to the 5th book of The Shade series... "Of course you know waho I am.
I'm a daughter of the darkness just as surely as you are his son..." Ever since his
brief encounter with Emilia at The Shade, Derek's thoughts and dreams have
been haunted with images of the mysterious, beautiful brunette. Plagued with
guilt, he struggles to understand why he is so drawn to this dark stranger from his
past. When Emilia suddenly appears again on the island, Derek is both terrified
and intrigued. But this time, he is determined to involve Sofia and discover who
this woman is. If only Derek and Sofia knew, Emilia is a mystery that should be
left undiscovered...
“A fascinating survey of the digital age . . . An eye-opening paean to possibility.”
—The Boston Globe “Mr. Shirky writes cleanly and convincingly about the
intersection of technological innovation and social change.” —New York Observer
An extraordinary exploration of how technology can empower social and political
organizers For the first time in history, the tools for cooperating on a global scale
are not solely in the hands of governments or institutions. The spread of the
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internet and mobile phones are changing how people come together and get
things done—and sparking a revolution that, as Clay Shirky shows, is changing
what we do, how we do it, and even who we are. Here, we encounter a whoman
who loses her phone and recruits an army of volunteers to get it back from the
person who stole it. A dissatisfied airline passenger who spawns a national
movement by taking her case to the web. And a handful of kids in Belarus who
create a political protest that the state is powerless to stop. Here Comes
Everybody is a revelatory examination of how the wildfirelike spread of new forms
of social interaction enabled by technology is changing the way humans form
groups and exist within them. A revolution in social organization has commenced,
and Clay Shirky is its brilliant chronicler.
Celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the Newbery Honor–winning survival novel
Hatchet with a pocket-sized edition perfect for travelers to take along on their
own adventures. This special anniversary edition includes a new introduction and
commentary by author Gary Paulsen, pen-and-ink illustrations by Drew Willis,
and a water resistant cover. Hatchet has also been nominated as one of
America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Thirteen-yearold Brian Robeson, haunted by his secret knowledge of his mother’s infidelity, is
traveling by single-engine plane to visit his father for the first time since the
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divorce. When the plane crashes, killing the pilot, the sole survivor is Brian. He is
alone in the Canadian wilderness with nothing but his clothing, a tattered
windbreaker, and the hatchet his mother had given him as a present. At first
consumed by despair and self-pity, Brian slowly learns survival skills—how to
make a shelter for himself, how to hunt and fish and forage for food, how to make
a fire—and even finds the courage to start over from scratch when a tornado
ravages his campsite. When Brian is finally rescued after fifty-four days in the
wild, he emerges from his ordeal with new patience and maturity, and a greater
understanding of himself and his parents.
America in 2105 is beset with mass inequality, poverty and increasingly large
numbers of the poor. A fractured America ushers in an authoritarian government
that promises to solve these problems by redistributing children born to the poor
to be adopted by the rich. Robin, a single teen mother, fell within the scope of the
scheme and lost her baby two years ago. A life of factory work doesn't provide
much hope until she stumbles upon a group of misfits who share her frustrations
and desire for change. In a world where we have government of the rich by the
rich for the rich, one girl decides to fight back.
“Lynsay Sands writes books that keep readers coming back for more.” —Katie
MacAlister, USA Today bestselling author of Sex, Lies, and Vampires Lynsay
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Sands, the nationally bestselling author of the Argeneau/Rogue Hunter vampire
series, is one of the superstars of paranormal romance. Her latest Argeneau
novel, Under a Vampire Moon, features a recently single, romantically-wary
mortal who encounters a gorgeous vampire male waiting for her on a pristine
Caribbean beach. Under a Vampire Moon is a treat for fans of Charlaine Harris
and her Sookie Stackhouse novels—for anyone, in fact, who appreciates a good
island romance between a hot blooded human and a love-hungry immortal.
Would you risk it all for love?A high-ranking official's daughter, Solaris is wild and
reckless, a daredevil with no regard for authority. For icy Kaige, the nocturne
prince of Draconis, life is discipline and self-control.A prophecy split their worlds
in two-a decree issued outlawing all human and vampire contact. Death is the
consequence for crossing the dark divide between Imera and Draconis.When
their worlds collide, a dangerous and forbidden string of events unfold. Bound
together by blood and secrets, they make a startling discovery that could shatter
the precarious balance of New Isos. Haunted by the words of the prophecy,
Solaris and Kaige attempt to unravel the mystery they've stumbled upon, but
every moment spent together threatens the very existence of each race. Can
Solaris and Kaige discover the truth without triggering the century old prophecy
and destroying both their worlds?
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What if the Elders were not the beginning? Amal and Amane have discovered
something remarkable: the location of the protein which allows Derek to walk in
the sun, even as a vampire. Along with Tristan and Esme Vaughn, the grown-up
grandchildren of Anna and Kyle, Derek and Sofia set out to learn more about the
world from which the protein originates - and, most importantly, its residents. On
arrival, however, they encounter a new, yet mysteriously familiar species...one
which may predate even the oldest vampire or Mara - and lead them to question
everything they thought they knew. Welcome to Book 1 of Season 10. Buy now!
*Beware of spoilers in the reviews below that are without spoiler alerts*
The 6th book in the bestselling "A Shade Of Vampire" series has arrived!
Welcome back to The Shade... Derek and Sofia are finally enjoying a welldeserved break. Staying at a resort with good food, sun and sea, Sofia is thrilled
to witness Derek's re-introduction to the human world. They would almost be
mistaken for a normal young couple, if it were not for the red-eyed monster
lurking in the shadows and watching their every move, waiting for his signal to
pounce...
The first installment in a sexy new paranormal romance series by Larissa Ione,
author of the bestselling Demonica series! Nicole Martin was only eight years old
when she narrowly survived a massacre: her family’s vampire slaves rebelled
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and killed everyone in her household. Twenty years later, Nicole now dedicates
herself to finding a vaccine against vampirism…and eradicating the gruesome
memories that give her nightmares. Riker, a member of the wild vampire Moon
Clan, is haunted by his own demons—his wife Lorraine had been captured and
enslaved by the Martin family. It was during a botched escape attempt that she
was killed, along with their unborn child. Still wracked with grief and anger, Riker
is now fueled solely by the desire to rescue vampire slaves…and slaughter their
owners. When Riker stumbles upon Nicole in a chance meeting, he immediately
recognizes her as a member of the Martin family that once enslaved his wife—and
she recognizes him as the wild vampire she saw kissing a pregnant slave in the
moments before her violent death—an image that has haunted her dreams for
years. When Riker kidnaps Nicole and they spend a night together in a cave on
the way back to his clan, suddenly they begin to realize that they aren’t as
different from one another as they may have thought—and they’re finding
themselves drawn to one another…
Having been delighted by the bestselling debut, A Shade of Vampire, readers are
begging for more. In A Shade of Blood, Bella Forrest transports you deeper into a
unique, enthralling and beautifully sensitive story. Prepare to be lost in its
pages...
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Shapeshifting skinwalker Jane Yellowrock is the best in the business when it comes to slaying
vampires. But her latest fanged foe may be above her pay grade… For centuries, the extremely
powerful and ruthless vampire witches of the European Council have wandered the Earth,
controlling governments, fostering war, creating political conflict, and often leaving absolute
destruction in their wake. One of the strongest of them is set to create some havoc in the city
of New Orleans, and it’s definitely personal. Jane is tasked with tracking him down. With the
help of a tech wiz and an ex-Army ranger, her partners in Yellowrock Securities, she’ll have to
put everything on the line, and hope it’s enough. Things are about to get real hard in the Big
Easy.
A fan favorite from New York Times bestselling author Candace Camp, originally published in
2009. Lady Francesca Haughston has given up on romance for herself, finding passion instead
in making desirable matches for others. So it seems only fair, when she learns she’d been
deceived into breaking her own long-ago engagement to Sinclair, Duke of Rochford, that she
now help him find the perfect wife. Of course, Francesca is certain any spark of passion
between them has long since died—her own treatment of him saw to that. The way Sinclair
gazes at her…well, that’s merely practice for when a younger, more suitable woman catches
his eye. But soon Francesca finds his lessons in love scandalously irresistible—and a
temptation that could endanger them both.
Tick tock. Tick tock. Time is slipping through the Novaks' fingers like sand. The only witch with
the power to save them is already within their reach. But how does one fix what one doesn't
know exists?
"His time will come..." The vision Benjamin had of himself as an infant could hold the answers
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he desperately seeks. Answers about his past. Answers that are key to solving his dilemma in
the present. But perhaps he should stop to consider, that not all answers are welcome... Book
your ticket back to The Shade. Buy now!
The Gender GameBy Bella Forrest
"Because one can't simply fire a Novak..." Prepare to be sucked back in to the breathtaking
new world of The Shade!
Book 2 of the multi-million bestselling A Shade of Vampire series. "A Shade of Blood is a
completely captivating sequel to A Shade of Vampire." - City Of Books ????? Having been
delighted by the bestselling debut, A Shade of Vampire, readers are begging for more. In A
Shade of Blood, Bella Forrest transports you deeper into a unique, enthralling and beautifully
sensitive story. Prepare to be lost in its pages... Note: Derek Novak and Sofia Claremont's
story is only a 7 book series. It completes in Book 7: A Break of Day, and the characters
embark on entirely new adventures from Book 8: A Shade of Novak.
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